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Note from Sarah Jylkka, DASC director
 

Hi everyone! DASC is coming up in about 3 weeks and I

wanted to write a quick note to say hello. I have been

wanting to start an adult string camp since 2019 and

the time this year is finally right! We have 26 people

(and counting) registered and ready for camp; a great

mix of instruments, ages, and levels. So far, the most

frequently communicated message I've been getting from

2021 DASC-ers is that you are nervous. I can't tell

you how many people have written to ask if they'll be

good enough for the camp or expressed how they don't

want to be the "worst" one in their section. My whole

idea with DASC was to create a stress free space where

each person will be looked out for and supported by

excellent coaches. My vision is for DASC 2021 to be an

amazing 3 weeks of playing fun music, making new

friends, and leaning into the skills that you have

built and are still building. I've posted PDFs of the

sheet music for all 4 of the pieces that we will be  

working on at DASC and I've also linked

recordings of each piece of music which

can be incredibly helpful to play along

with in your practice or use to get a

sense of how rhythms and phrases will

sound.I encourage you to reach out to me

or any of the coaches if you'd like to

take a lesson or two to review the music

beforehand.

DASC is truly going to be something

special and I want to thank you to all of

you for trusting me and the coaches in our

first year of this program. 

 

 

                    -Sarah



Visit Vons Violin Shop in Denver

for instrument rentals,

repairs and adjustments, or to

buy materials like rosin,

strings, shoulder rests, etc.

 

Mention DASC Symphony for

discounted pricing!
 

*Vons works on and rents all string instruments including
viola, cello, and double bass

http://www.vonsviolinshop.com/
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DASC SHEET MUSIC HAS
ARRIVED!
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$20/half hour brush up lessons through June

Lessons will be held online

KERSTI MCGEE
kerstimcgee@gmail.com

VIOLIN

Discounted rates during the month of June for registered DASC participants only
 

Please email individual coaches to coordinate

KARI CLIFTON
kariclifton.cello@gmail.com

CELLO

SARAH JYLKKA
sarahmj342@gmail.com

VIOLIN/VIOLA

ANDREW ROSE
andrewtaylorrose@gmail.com

DOUBLE BASS
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